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ABSTRACT

One major challenge in the design of wireless mobile networks is

the provision of quality of service (OoS) guarantees. Mobile users

would require resources to be available in the cells they would

move into in order to maintain the same OoS as in the current cell.

However, reservation in all neighbouring cells or based on the

user's mobility history results in over-reservation of resources,

leading to schemes that are very inefficient and unreliable. This

dissertation presents a next-cell prediction scheme (NCPS) that uses

a sectored-cell approach to predict a next cell, a mobile that will

move into with an open connection. The NCPS was simulated and its

performance was evaluated under different speeds of the mobile

users. The behaviour of the scheme was also observed under

different sizes of the critical region. The results of the scheme were

also compared to the results of a representative history-based

scheme. It was found that the NCPS performs better than the history

based schemes. The simulation results show that prediction

accuracy can be achieved with a considerable decrease in the total

tracking area of the network.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

The demand for mobile wireless networks has been steadily increasing

in the past several years. This demand has pushed the networks in

question up to and beyond their handling capacity. New network

designs and protocols are needed to support the growing demand for

network resources and the upcoming need for quality of service (OoS)

guarantees to support multimedia traffic. Thus one major challenge in

the design of wireless mobile networks is the provisioning of OoS

guarantees that applications demand under this diverse networking

infrastructure. We believe that it is necessary to use prediction of a

cell where resources can be reserved to deliver these OoS guarantees

to applications. However, reservation in all neighbouring cell or in the

entire service region [1] can be extremely aggressive, and can result in

schemes that are very inefficient and unreliable. To overcome this, the

entire radio cell can be partitioned into small areas, called sectors. If a

cell can be partitioned such that each sector is adjacent to only one

neighbouring cell, we can therefore associate the target cell to each

adjacent sector of an active cell. Thus the reservation procedure can
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be limited to the target cells only. A target cell is assumed to be a cell

a mobile user is likely to visit.

Recently, a number of schemes that apply user mobility prediction to

various aspects of mobility management have been reported in the

literature. It has been shown through modelling and simulation that the

use of mobility prediction is effective to enhance the performance of

resource reservation [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], handover management

[8], [91, [10], and location management [8], [11], [121 schemes.

Furthermore, it has also been shown that movement prediction can be

used for adaptive resource management in wireless systems [10],

[13]. Resources in mobile wireless networks are scarcer than in wire

line networks. Wireless links, in general, provide much lower

bandwidth than the wired counterpart. This disparity is expected to

hold in the near future even though rapid progress is being made for

high-speed wireless transmission, due to the physical limitation of the

wireless media. Wireless channels are inherently less reliable

compared to wired links, mainly because of signal interference, multi

path fading, and shadowing effects. Even with channel coding,

diversity combining, and power control techniques, their unreliability

is much higher than that of wired links.

The unawareness of the mobile user's future location has contributed

in increasing a number of dropped calls during handover. This dropping

of calls affects QoS and the overall system efficiency. Much research

effort has been put in trying to propose schemes that try to predict the

next connection point of a mobile user. Proposals have been made to

reserve network resources in the six neighbouring cells around the cell
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in use by a mobile user [6], [14]. Supporters of these proposals claim

the idea works so well in a sense that resources are readily available

for a mobile user seamlessly. However, over-reservation of network

resources is introduced because a mobile user would not visit all six

neighbouring cells at the same time. Other research works propose to

reserve network resources based on a mobile user's history [15], [16],

[17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22]. The assumption here is that a mobile

user exhibits a regular pattern. Though this idea may work well for

users with regular patterns, a high degree of inaccuracy is introduced

with random movement patterns.

1.2 Statement of the Problem

Mobile users demand the same rei iable service as that present in

today's wired networks. For example, mobile users are likely to

become annoyed if they encounter frequent call droppings or data loss

whilst they are communicating, or if they experience any service delay

that affects their productivity. Unlike in wired networks, which enjoy

the privilege of low error rates and stationary users, there are

numerous characteristics of mobile wireless networks, which make it

very difficult to provide OoS [2]: We present here three of them.

1. Mobility

2. Limited resources, and

3. Unreliable radio links
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Due to these distinct characteristics of mobile wireless networks, it is

necessary to develop some mechanisms tailored to support QoS for

mobile users. If these networks have prior knowledge of the next

connection point of every mobile node in its vicinity, they could have a

perfect mechanism for resource reservation in place so that QoS can

be guaranteed during the mobile node's connection lifetime. However,

such an ideal scenario is highly unlikely to occur in real life.

Currently, Mobile IP is based on the best effort delivery model and

has no consideration of QoS. Furthermore, the Resource Reservation

Protocol (RSVP) model, which is an efficient resource reservation in

the wired Internet, becomes invalid under host mobility. The

prediction scheme presented is used to predict a mobile node's next

connection point in a wireless mobile network.

1.3 Research Motivation

Attempts have been made to develop mobility prediction schemes,

which have, either assumed a mobility pattern [23] or road topology

based patterns [24]. The scheme presented here is based on the

premise that a future location of a mobile user does not depend on

where he/she is currently, This therefore means that a user's

behaviour does not necessarily depend on his/her movement history

[25]. We set to develop a mobility prediction scheme that utilises

real-time MH information. Developing a scheme of this nature is

necessary for provisioning of diverse QoS to mobile users.

Furthermore, prediction accuracy can be achieved with a consioerable
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decrease in the total tracking area of the network. The scheme

presented in this dissertation is efficient for both regular and random

users.

1.4 Research Objectives

This research develops a mobility prediction algorithm that will be used

to.predict the next cell a MH will move into as it moves from one cell to

the next during the life time of a connection in a wireless mobile

Internet. This next-cell prediction scheme uses a sectored-cell

approach. This algorithm is efficient for both regular and random

movements. The objectives of this work can be summarised as follows:

(i) To develop a next-cell prediction model, and

(ii) To evaluate the developed model under certain mobility

parameters.

1.5 Organization of the Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 provides the background of the dissertation. Mobility is

introduced in section 2.1. An overview of OoS in the mobile wireless

Internet is also presented. The impact of mobility on OoS is also

described. Mobile IP and MRSVP are introduced. The concept of

mobility prediction is also introduced in this chapter. Few schemes
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that are proposed that attempt to solve the problem of mobility

prediction are analysed and presented. Finally, a description of the

process of cell sectorisation using directional antennas is given.

Chapter 3 presents a summary of the related work for neighbourhood

based prediction schemes, a history-based prediction scheme, and a

background of cell sectorisation.

Chapter 4 presents the sectored-cell approach. A detailed explanation

of the partitioning of a cell into sectors is presented. Then, the

process of partitioning a radio cell into a critical and a non-critical

region is described. Finally, the next-cell prediction algorithm is

presented. This chapter deals with the evaluation of the proposed

scheme. The simulation model together with all the accompanying

parameters are presented. Then, the procedure used in designing and

implementing the simulator is outlined. Lastly, the description of the

classes used in the simulation process is given.

Chapter 5 presents all the results obtained from our simulation

process. These results are then analysed in this chapter. We then

highlight some limitations.

Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation. Limitations of the study are also

presented. Finally, possible directions for future work are suggested.
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CHAPTER TWO

BACKGROUND

2.1 Introduction

It will be desirable in the future mobile wireless Internet to provide

resource allocation for the various classes of applications that require

OoS guarantees. A severe drop in service quality when a call handoff

is experienced while a mobile user moves from one cell to the other

may not be acceptable for a number of these applications in general,

and real time applications in particular. It is therefore necessary to

maintain the required OoS of these applications in the presence of

user mobility with the use of resource reservation. OoS provisioning in

the mobile wireless Internet has been attempted at various levels in

the protocol hierarchy [26]. Mobility of hosts has a significant impact

on the OoS parameters of a real-time application. It also introduces

new OoS parameters at the connection and system levels. This

chapter discusses OoS in the context of the mobile wireless Internet.

It also shows how this OoS is affected by the mobile nature of the

system. Some mobility prediction schemes are analysed and

presented in this chapter.
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2.2 QoS Concepts

Majoor R. [26] defines OoS as an idea that transmission rates, error

rates, delay, jitter and other network characteristics can be measured,

improved, and to some extent guaranteed in advance. OoS defines

non-functional characteristics of a system, affecting the perceived

quality of the results. In multimedia this might include picture quality,

or speed of response, as opposed to the fact that a picture was

produced or a response to stimuli occurred. There are two classes of

OoS parameters, viz: technology-based parameters and user-based

parameters. Technology-based parameters include timelines,

bandwidth and reliability, while user-based parameters include

perceived OoS, cost and security. This work focuses on the former

parameter, that is technology-based parameters. Basic mathematical

models for concatenating throughput, delay, jitter, and packet loss

rate are specified in [27].

2.3 Impact of Mobility on QoS

Support for user mobility is one unique feature of mobile wireless

networks. This is the very same feature that poses a number of

challenges in the network. Users tend to move around during a

communication session causing hand-offs between adjacent cells.

Whenever an active mobile host (MH) moves from one cell to another,

the call needs to be handed off to the mobility agent or Foreign Agent

(FA) in charge of that new cell, and network resources must be re-
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allocated. Service degradation or even forced termination may occur

when there are insufficient resources to accommodate these efforts.

For a better understanding of issues pertaining to integrating a Oo S

management framework with a mobility framework, attempt was made

to focus on OoS managed service provisioning in a wireless Internet

using Mobile IP [28]. the current proposal for supporting mobility in

the Internet environment. Since Mobile IP was designed without the

consideration of Oo S, the framework has gone through various

extensions to accommodate Oo S requirements. The major distinction

between mobile wireless and stationary networks is that the former

has to be able to adapt to the changes in Oo S resulting from mobility,

rather than trying to provide hard guarantees of Oe S [29].

One major problem with respect to mobility is variation in Oo S due to

handover processes as the MH moves from one cell to the next during

an open connection. This period of handover may result in a short

loss of communication, which may not be noticeable for voice

interaction but can result in loss of data for other applications.

Another critical problem is that of choosing an appropriate base

station to which an MH will handover, and this is the problem this

research is trying to solve. Also, wireless networks have blind spots

behind buildings or hills, under bridges, where the signal may be very

weak resulting in temporary quality reduction or connection loss when

an MH is in a moving car or train. Inconsistencies in wireless link

quality may also be as a result of atmospheric conditions such as rain
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or lightning. These effects require a more sophisticated QoS

management than in stationary wired networks. It can therefore be

deduced that the difference between the wired and wireless networks

is in the variation in QoS.

The effects of mobility on QoS require that all schemes to be

employed be capable of managing all network-based parameters (that

is timelines, bandwidth and reliability) mentioned above. Equally

important, all these should be effected at the lowest possible costs.

2.4 Mobile IP

Mobile IP is the technology that allows the "mobile node" (MN) to

change its point of attachment to the Internet while communicating with

the "correspondent node" (eN) using IP. The goal of Mobile IP is to

provide mobility support for hosts connected to the Internet without

changing their IP addresses. The mobile host's current care-of

address (e.g., the IP address of abase station, called a foreign agent

(FA», to which it is currently connected) is registered with its home

agent, which is attached to its home network. The HA then intercepts

and forwards its to care-of address by encapsulation [30]. The FA then

decapsulates the packet and delivers it to the MH. A detailed

description can be found in [31].

Mobile IP suffers from triangle routing: while the MH can send out

packets through the FA and along an optimal path, incoming packets

have to travel through HA. If the current location of the MH is close to
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the sender's but the HA is far away, packets have to take a long detour

(see figure 2.1). Mobile IP route optimization [32] provides a

mechanism to alleviate this problem. Any host, which is willing to

participate, maintains a binding cache. When the I-!A intercepts a

packet for an MH that is away, it may send a binding update message to

the source of the MH's current care-of-address. The source then

updates its binding cache, and tunnels any ensuing packets for the MH

directly to its care-of-address.

Sender

HA

Packets for MH

Encaosulated

Internet

FA

i,,,,
,
,,,,,

O~<ll~=====~-~O

Optimal
route

MH
o

Figure 2.1: Triangle Routing Problem

FAs can make use of binding updates to reduce packet loss during

handoff. As an extension of the registration process. the MH may ask

the new FA to send a Previous Foreign Agent Notification message,

which includes a binding update, to the previous FA. The previous FA
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then updates its binding cache and re-tunnels any packets for the MH to

its new care-of-address. This process is called smooth handoff. These

forwarding mechanisms, however, open a potential security hole for the

Internet hosts. Without Mobile IP, a malicious host may have to

physically break into a network to grab packets for another host. To

eliminate these security exposures, Mobile IP requires that registration

requests be authenticated. An identification field in registration

messages provides replay protection [31]. Authentication procedures

are also required in route optimisation for protection from similar

attacks. A source host that accepts binding update messages must

authenticate them. During a smooth handoff, the previous FA must

authenticate the binding update message using a registration key

established with the MH.

2.5 Mobile Resource Reservation Protocol (MRSVP)

The mobile resource reservation protocol (MRSVP), proposed by

Talukdar et. AI [16], is an enhanced version of the RSVP used in wire

line IP network. During the life time of the connection, the protocol can

make use of the concept of proxy agents to make advance resource

reservation along the data flow path to and from the locations it may

visit. First it needs to specify the set of locations, called MSPEC, from

which a mobile host wishes to make advance reservation. The proxy

agent at the current location is called a local proxy agent and the ones

at the other locations in its MSPEC are called remote proxy agents.

The remote proxy agents will make passive reservation on behalf of the

mobile host. The local proxy agent will act as a normal router. The
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issues arising out of this are those of determining who will be the proxy

agent for the particular mobile host, (the process is called proxy

discovery) and how the MSPEC file is generated i.e. the problem of

determining in advance, the set of locations a mobile i~ likely to visit.

The MRSVP assumes that the mobile has somehow acquired its

mobility specification file. This file can be modified dynamically.

MRSVP specifies two types of reservations: active and passive. The

active reservation is initiated from the current location and the passive

reservation is from its future location. To improve the utilisation, the

passively reserved bandwidth would be used by other flows that are

occurring at the location at that time, and which require a relatively

weaker OoS guarantees. But this flow may get affected once this

passive reservation becomes active (i.e. when a mobile moves into that

location) since it will have to surrender the bandwidth. To avoid this,

the resources of the passive reservation are multiplexed among

different classes of users.

The mobile host selects its proxy agent by using the Proxy Discovery

Protocol. A proxy agent is a special MRSVP capable router that

delivers all incoming and outgoing packets to the mobile. It also makes

passive reservations on behalf of the mobile in the remote location.

Besides, it also informs the mobile of the results of the reservation

attempt for the passive reservation it tries to make.

13



2.5.1 MRSVP Protocol description

A brief overview of the MRSVP protocol is given below but the detailed

description is available in [16}. The MRSVP protocol is assumed to run

on top of the Mobile IP. This protocol also assumes that the mobile is

aware of its mobility configuration file beforehand via some external

means that this protocol does not deal with. The protocol functions as

follows:

i. The sending node sends a PATH message to the mobile node on

its unicast address or the multicast address that the mobile is a

part of;

ii. Mobile host responds by sending its mobility specification file to

all the potential foreign agents that are listed in this file.

a. In case of unicast flow reservations, the mobile host also

sends this file to its home agent;

b. In case the reservation is for multicast flow, the mobile host

will ask the agents listed in the mobility specifications, to

join the multicast group; and

c. Then, it will send RESV message to the sender to make an

active reservation. All subsequent receipts of the PATH

messages by the mobile node from hereon, will only prompt

it to send the RESV message to the sender.

14



iii. On receiving the mobility specification file, the home agent will

tunnel all PATH messages meant for the mobile host to all the

mobility agents in the specification file.

iv. On receiving the PATH message from the mobile h'ost not in their

network, the mobility agents will send a RESV message to the

sender to make passive reservation.

v. On detecting a change in the flow rate, the mobile node may send

new flow specifications to all the mobility agents in its mobility

specification file.

The advantage of MRSVP is that the required resources for the mobile

host in the new region can be retrieved rapidly because the resources

will have been pre-reserved in the original passive reservation path.

Secondly, seamless handoff for OoS guarantees can be retained using

the MRSVP protocol. However, MRSVP wastes considerable bandwidth

in making advance resource reservations. This excessive resource

waste may degrade the system performance. Another drawback is that

mobile node originating for real-time flows has to wait until all the

necessary resources in a possibly large set of attachments become

available. Therefore, eventually the blocking rate of the flows

originating for real-time applications may become very high. It is also

difficult to accurately determine the possibly large set of attachment

points of a mobile host.
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CHAPTER THREE

RELATED WORK

3.1 Introduction

This chapter gives a background of mobility prediction. It also presents

mobility prediction schemes that are proposed in the literature. These

schemes are classified into two categories according to the way their

prediction is done. The categories are neighbourhood-based

reservation schemes and history-based reservation schemes. Finally,

the way handover should be done in the sectored-cell structure is

discussed.

3.2 Mobility Prediction

It is non-trivial to determine where to reserve network resources due

to difficulties with regard to user movement prediction. Despite the

challenges, many mobility prediction schemes have been proposed in

the literature as an attempt to safeguard OoS agreements of mobile

services. According to Chan and Seneviratne [23], these algorithms

can be classified into two categories, namely the neighbourhood-
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based prediction and the history-based prediction as discussed in the

next subsection.

3.2.1 Neighbourhood-based Prediction

Schemes falling under this category reserve network resources

between an active cell and a set of base stations surrounding the

mobile node, Figure 3.1. The number of base stations involved in the

reservation process depends on how long (service time) the network is

willing to support a mobile service. For example, Olivierra et al [61

proposed an adaptive bandwidth (resource) reservation scheme

whereby a new call or a handoff call is accepted only if it can

successfully reserve resources in all neighbouring cells. This is in

addition to the resources already available in the local/active cell.

'.
<

j

Figure 3.1: Seven-cell Cluster
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This over-reservation of network resources in all neighbouring cells is

inevitable, since there is no consideration for the individual trends of

the users in the network, e.g. position, speed, and direction.

Reservations are made even when the MH is not mobile .(stationary). In

addition, each MH has to reserve resources in its neighbouring cells

the moment it enters a cell. This inflexibility in reservation location and

timing could lead to under-utttlsatlon of network resources. Also, in

Advanced Reservation Signalling [14], resources are reserved only

between the current location and neighbouring cells. Thus the network

guarantees continuity of services after the next handover, but its

further commitments are subject to successful reservations at the new

neighbouring cells.

3.2.2 History-based Reservation

Schemes falling under this category use the user mobility history to

predict the future movement of a mobile host. Depending on the service

commitment to mobile users, these proposals reserve resources at

various levels in advance in the predicted path. For instance, to obtain

mobility independent service guarantees, the MRSVP and other similar

proposals [16], [17], [18] attempt to make resource reservations at

each cell a mobile host may visit during the lifetime of a connection.

In [3], the authors propose the concept of a shadow cluster: a set of

base stations to which an MH is likely to attach in the near future.

Based on the probabilities of a visit in the past and the current

18



trajectory of a mobile host, network resources are reserved near its

present location and along its direction of travel. The scheme partitions

time into equal intervals, and estimates the probability of each MH

being in any wireless cell within the shadow cluster for future time

intervals. During each time interval, the base stations exchange

information about the predicted bandwidth demands for future time

intervals so as to determine the feasibility of admitting new call

requests. The scheme assumes precise knowledge about individual

MHs dynamics and call holding patterns in the form of probability

density functions (pdfs), which an MH needs to submit to the base

station at the time of making a new call request. Such user-specific

information may not be available in all MHs; it is not clear how the

scheme would handle such cases. Another drawback is that resource

reservation can be excessively aggressive causing an increased

blocking of new calls.

Choi and Shin [191 proposed. another Predictive and Adaptive

Bandwidth Reservation Scheme. Bandwidth resources are reserved in

neighbouring cells according to the estimated probability that an MH

would handoff into these cells within an estimation time window, based

upon the MHs previous cell, and its extant sojourn time (time already

spent in the current cell). It requires the use of a knowledge base

containing the time spent by previous MHs in the cell, the previous

cells that they came from, and their corresponding target handoff cells.

However, it may be insufficient to predict the mobility of an MH based

on its previous cell information and its extant sojourn time. Moreover,
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calls that are newly generated in the cell do not have previous cell

information. This may further reduce the schemes prediction accuracy.

A less ambiguous resource reservation scheme can be found in the

Profile Based Next-Cell Prediction [20], where network resources are

reserved only at the most likely visited cell, and further QoS

commitments depends on the reservation process after the next

handover. It is noticeable that the more a scheme tries to predict the

movement, the more likely a network will support a lifetime of a

session. However, this is achieved at the expense of the overall

network utilisation because of poor prediction accuracy. Also,

movements are restricted to indoor locations such as an office, corridor

or common room.

The Regular Path Recognition Method [21] attempts to exploit

regularity in human behaviour in terms of periodic delay activities such

as travelling to work, travelling .to school, etc., which results in

probabilities that can be assigned to use paths. The more the use of

recorded cell patterns is made, the more likely the path of the user is

detected. In a way this mobility prediction method is an extension of

the mobility prediction model making use of the segment criterion and

suffers from those same drawbacks. The accuracy of the path detection

depends on the amount of user profile data available. This is also

assumed that all user movements can be contained as a regular path.
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The Mobile Motion Prediction scheme [22] makes use of the user's

movement history to make path predictions. Movements are considered

to be a combination of random and regular movements and are merged

using a Markov chain model made up of movement. patterns. The

scheme depends on the availability of the user's movement history. As

a result the performance of the Mobile Motion Prediction scheme is

accurate with regular movement patterns but decreases linearly as

random movement increases. The Hierarchical Position Prediction

scheme [8] makes use of the user's history of movements together with

the instantaneous RSSI measurements of surrounding cells. While

agreeing that the next cell mobility of the mobile user is governed by

the movement pattern of the user within the current cell area, but we

argue that the tracking of the mobile user need not be performed in the

complete cell area. This is due to the fact that, users near the centre of

each cell have comparatively low chances of going to the neighbouring

cell. This mobility prediction scheme remains reasonably accurate

despite the influence of the random movements.

3.3 Cel/ sectorisation in wireless networks

Sectorisation is a technique of using directional antennas for

transmission and reception [33]. The 120-degree sectoring is usually

employed and the capacity increases three fold, (figure 3.2).

Recently, as cell sectorisation technologies become more promising,

some newly proposed schemes take advantage of directional or smart

antennas to partition cells for capacity improvements. This could
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potentially give rise to better prediction accuracy and greater

adaptability to time-varying conditions than previous methods. Due to

antenna directivities, power voltage is reduced significantly in other

directions; therefore interference from the side and back lobe is very

minimal [34}. The impact of cell sectorisation on the performance of

wireless networks can be seen on a number of ways: Firstly, it is due

to the narrower beam of sector antennas resulting from less

interference received.

Figure 3.2: 120-degree Tri-sectored Cells

Furthermore, the higher gain of the sector antennas allows for a

reduction in the base station transmit power leaving the power

amplifier and therefore allowing more users to be served with a fixed

maximum total power.

3.4 Mobility Prediction-based Handover
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This section discusses handover as a basic mobile network capability

for dynamic support of mobile terminal migration [35] and covers its

basic requirements. . An efficient bandwidth reservation scheme for

reserving network resources in the predicted or tar.get cell(s) is

necessary to avoid unacceptable forced termination of calls and waste

of limited resources in the wireless mobile communication. Directional

antennas have this in-built functionality of handling handover between

sectors belonging to a single cell; hence this work focuses on cell-to

cell handover in the presence of sectorisation.

Hansen et al [36] identified two different ways of implementing a

handover: backward and forward handover. In the first technique

(forward handover), an MH reports the need for handover and the

target access point it can hear better than the current one, and thus is

able to decide when to hand over to another access point. The major

drawback of this criterion is seen when a wireless network is touched

around its blind spot mentioned above. This results in the execution of

unnecessary handoffs. In the second technique (backward hand over),

new access points are not pre-selected. In this kind of handover, the

MH will first release the old radio link and handover will occur only

after it has chosen the new access point. In this case the handover

request towards the network is sent through the new access point

after the MH has established a radio link.
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3.4.1 Basic Requirements of Handover

A good handover management scheme should be based on the

following design factors for it to be acceptable in the wireless industry

[35]:

i. OoS - should be maintained or re-negotiated;

ii. Latency - the time required to effect the handoff should be

appropriate for the rate of mobility of the MH, as well as the

nature of data transferred;

iii. Scalability - the handoff procedure should support handoffs

within the same cell, between different base stations in the same

or different networks and

iv_ Minimal drop-off and faster recovery,

Assuming that the prediction scheme succeeds in making accurate

predictions, the outstanding question will be: how is the process of

handing calls off to the predicted cell carried out? Another issue is

that of ensuring that if resources are not available at the predicted

cell{s}, calls are not forced to terminate but to still be admitted in the

predicted cell. This can be made possible by employing a handover

strategy that will allow the borrowing of channels from new calls

channels for the purpose of handover calls, or in the second nearest

cells given that signal strengths received from that cell are enough, to
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serve the incoming MH. When an MH attempts to handoff from one

cell to another, it may encounter forced termination due to a resource

shortage at the target cell. The probability of this occurring is often

referred to as the forced termination probability (PFT) of a handoff.

From a mobile user's point of view, forced termination of an ongoing

call is more annoying than the blocking of a new call request.

Therefore, handoff-requests are generally prioritised over new call

requests when they compete for radio resources. In the classic

handoff prioritisation problem, each BS prioritises handoff requests by

setting aside some wireless resources that could only be utilised by

incoming active calls. Since any such resource reservation would

inevitably increase the blocking probability of new calls (PCB) and

reduce the overall system resource utilisation, it is therefore

extremely important that these reservations are made as sparingly as

possible, while meeting the desired probability. In this way, wireless

service providers would be able to provide high quality services

without compromising their revenues unnecessarily.

Early work on handover prioritisation proposed static reservation of

resources at each BS as a solution [37], in which a fixed portion of

the radio capacity is permanently reserved for handoffs. However,

such a static approach is unable to handle variable traffic load and

mobility; it might under-utilise precious radio resources when handoffs

are less frequent, and could experience unacceptably large number of

forced terminations when the mobility is high. In order to meet the
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desired PFT without over-reserving precious radio resources, the

amount of reservation at each BS should be dynamically adjusted

according to the requirements of anticipated handoffs.
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CHAPTER FOUR

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

4.1 Introduction

While there has been previous work in the literature that attempted to

perform next cell prediction based on user mobility history [16], [17].

[18] and based on neighbouring cells [6], [14] they all have underlying

assumptions that yield unrealistic results and also lead to over

reservation of resources. This chapter presents a mobility prediction

scheme that utilises real-time mobile host parameters such as current

position. direction, and speed in a particular cell-sector. The scheme

requires the serving BS to receive regular updates about each active

MH's position every time t, say 1 sec. This will consume a small

amount of uplink wireless bandwidth (several bytes per update for

each MH), which might be negligible for future broadband services. An

important point to emphasise here is that sectors and the positioning

information of the MHs are only used to predict the next cell an MH

will move to, so as to make dynamic adjustment of resource

reservations; actual handoff-requests will still be initiated based on

received signal strength measurements. The next section discusses

the partitioning of a radio cell.
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4.2 Sectored Cell Structure

This is a simple mobility prediction scheme. The key idea is to predict

an MH's next connection point using critical region information and its

most current positions in a particular sector. The objective is to

predict the next cell a mobile host will move into as it moves from one

cell to the next with an open connection. In order to perform accurate

predictions, each cell is partitioned into sectors and then the critical

region is estimated as discussed in the next section.

Non-critical
region

-r-r-r--:__ Critical Region

Figure 4.1: Sectored-Cell Structure

While most conventional cellular systems employ three 100-degrees to

120-degrees directional antennae at each base station [34], in this

work each radio cell was partitioned into six sectors using directional

antennas as shown in figure 4.1. A hexagonal cell structure was
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assumed. Six directional antennas were employed to partition a region

around each as into six sectors. The partitioning was done such that

each sector is adjacent to each neighbouring cell.

4.3 The Critical Region

After partitioning a cell into sectors, the next task was to determine

the critical region (CR) of each cell. The CR was obtained by

demarcating a region with its internal boundary being the average

distance from the antenna site at which handoff-requests usually take

place. These are all the points between where a number of handoff

requests were made and where real handoffs occurred. This concept

is shown in figure 4.2.

InternalCritical
Boundary

• • •... . .-
••••• •• •• • •• •

Previous Handover
Point

Previous Handoff-request
Point

Non-crilical region

Base Station

CRPs

Figure 4.2: Critical Region Representation Points (CRPs).
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These points are referred to as critical region representation points

(CRPs). In order to compute the CRPs, the BS had to collect data

about the locations where previous handoff-requests were made, as

well as the corresponding target cell for each such request. It bears

noting that a MH's target cell would already have been chosen by the

time it makes a handoff-request. All CRPs fall into two imaginary

borders referred to as internal and external critical borders

respectively. The collections of handoff-request positions are divided

into groups according to the sector in which they are found. The most

likely target cell is also associated with each CRP, if it happens to be

the most commonly chosen target cell among all the handoff-requests

that occurred within the sector. The CRPs and their corresponding

most likely target cells are stored in a table located at each BS. This

table is updated, say, once a day, based on handoff-request positions

collected over the previous day. In this way, they are robust against

changes in terrain characteristics or man-made structures that may

affect radio propagation, as welL as modifications in handoff

parameters (e.g., hysteresis margin, handoff thresholds [38J) by the

network operator.

The number of entries in the table was exactly equal to the number of

CRPs, N. The parameter N was allowed to differ for each BS; it was

chosen experimentally to ensure that they are indeed good

representation of the CR. The choice of N should depend on the size

of actual BS coverage area, as well as, the topography; a larger BS

coverage area or the presence of more irregular topographical
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features will require a larger N, so as to increase the resolution of the

represented critical region.

4.4 Mobile Host Parameters

The next-cell prediction scheme utilised sectored-cells together with

mobile parameters such as the current position, direction and speed

of the MH. The use of real-time MH parameters for mobility prediction

gives rise to better accuracy and greater adaptability to time-varying

conditions than previous methods.

4.4.1 MH Current Position

The current position of the MH plays a very important role in the

proposed scheme. Dru and Saada [39] say that it is possible to refine

positioning using the measurements taken by the base station, which

measures the time between the transmission of a frame (from the

base station to mobile) and the reception of the corresponding frame

(from mobile to base station). Using this measurement, the base

station can work out the distance to the mobile, with considerable

theoretical accuracy. This makes it possible to restrict the area of

inaccuracy. Although the information is of little use for a cell served

by an omni-directional antenna, it can offer improved accuracy in the

case of sectored-cells served by several antennas. As mentioned

earlier, the BS obtained position information at regular time intervals t

(typically 1 sec). It also stored the MHs previous positions over a
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specific number of intervals for the purpose of estimating speed and

direction of the mobile.

4.4.2 MH Current Speed

The MH's current speed plays a very important role in the proposed

prediction scheme. The assumption here was that, the probability that

a fast moving mobile node would handoff to the predicted cell is very

high, due to the fact that the likelihood of it changing a direction as

fast as it could, is very small. For a slow moving user, the scheme

always has enough time to predict and re-predict in cases where the

user changed direction. We used the simple theory of vectors to

estimate the MH's current direction. It is proven that, if at least two

points of any moving object can be determined, then the time taken by

an MH to move from one point to the next can be determined. The

speed (v) can be calculated as v = sit.

4.4.3 MH Current Direction

The MH's direction of travel was estimated using vectors drawn over

these X points. Note that X> 2 is required to mitigate the effects of

random positioning errors. However, X should not be too large, else

the algorithm could become insensitive to real changes in direction.
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4.5 Prediction Algorithm

Instead of delegating the prediction responsibility to individual MHs,

this task was assigned to base stations. This reduces the

computational power requirement at the MHs, which is more attractive

since battery power limitation and component cost are major concerns

for mobile device manufacturers. Also, the BS is able to handle this

additional computational requirement without any difficulty.

Predictions were only performed for MHs that were within the

critical borders (inside the CR). These were the MHs that had the

greatest potential of making handoff-requests given the fact that the

CRs are represented by previously occurred handoffs and handoff

requests. As mentioned earlier, we assumed that the BS is able to

obtain the MH's current position information every time interval t. The

BS kept a record of the most current positions of each MH. That was

used to obtain the MH's average speed, as well as to determine the

MH's position. In the next-cell prediction algorithm shown in Table

4.2, the description of how mobile positioning is performed is not

given. Instead, it was assumed that the MH's current X positions could

be obtained using other positioning techniques, e.g. GPS [41].

During the prediction phase, the other two parameters (direction and

speed of the MH) had to be specified. These parameters together with

the CRP associated with the current position of the MH were used to

calculate the probability of an MH handing-over to a predicted cell C if

the MH were to handoff within that sector. They are dependent on the
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MH's current position within the cell-sector; therefore they have to be

recomputed during each prediction.

For every active MH in the cell, the BS performed a series of simple

checks to estimate the current location of the MH, whether the MH

was in the CR or not, based on the represented critical region

information. If it found that the MH was not in the critical region, the

check method returned false and no prediction was made. When this

happened, the system did not reserve any resources for this particular

MH.

In cases where it was found that an MH was in the CR, its direction

was computed to check if the MH was departing (that is migrating

away) from the cell. If the result was true, which implies that the MH

was departing, the CRP, which was closer to the MH's current

location, was determined. The corresponding target cell was therefore

predicted to be the cell C associated with the closest CRP (within a

particular sector), while the corresponding probability that cell C was

indeed the target cell was computed. The probability was computed as

a function of the CRP associated with a specific position, speed and a

direction of the MH. This corresponding probability was necessary for

two reasons: firstly, we computed this probability so as to know how

much resource should be reserved in the corresponding target cell.

Secondly, there was a need to safeguard against the possibility of

handoff failure due to insufficient resources in the predicted cell. With

the probabilistic information, another cell, which was implicated by the
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probability, was used to accommodate the departing MH. Table 4.1

gives all the notations used in the Psuedo-code

Table 4.1Notations used in the Pseudo-code

Definition:

S «.» is sector identifier

Where: Sp.il e {1 , .. ,6}. sectors in each cell

I is the current cell

J is the target cell

Pc (x) = the probability that the mobile Node will move to cell C

CR = critical region of the current cell

NCR = non-critical region

CP =current position of the MH

CRP = critical region representation point

PT = threshold probability
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Table 4.2: NCPS Pseudo-code

The pseudo-code is defined as follows:

IF MH is in critical region THEN

If MH is departing THEN

Associate MH current pos with closest CRP

Compute P (x)

Prediction:

IF Current sector = S(i.j) AND P(x) > p

Target cell = Cell-j

Reserve resource in Cell-j

END IF

END IF;

ELSE Target cell =current cell

Monitor mobile

END ELSE

THEN

P(x) was calculated by taking into account the CRP associated with

the current position of the MH, its direction as well as the speed at

which the MH was travelling. Monitoring the time interval depended on

the size of the cell.
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4.6 Prediction Efficiency

For the purpose of the reservation algorithm, the efficiency of the

prediction (PE) was also considered. The efficiency of any prediction

scheme is calculated from the number of cells that particular scheme

is able to predict out of six (if we assume that six cells surround the

current cell). This means that for a scheme that is reserving

resources at all neighbouring cells, the efficiency ratio of that scheme

is 0%. This is simply because there was no prediction made.

At the other end, if a prediction scheme is able to accurately predict

one cell out of six (1/6), it means that this scheme is perfect and the

efficiency ratio is 100%. From the three possibilities presented below,

we can be able to make some logical deductions with respect to

efficiency ratios of our proposed scheme.

The formula for calculating the efficiency ratio is:

ER

Where:

(4.1)

ER is the Efficiency Ratio

NT: total number of neighbouring cells

Np : total number of predicted cells
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With a prediction that uses a maximum of two neighbouring cells,

therefore we have:

ER
6-2
6-1

=
4

= 80%
5

(4.2)

This means that the proposed scheme, at worst, would be 80%

efficient.

From figure 4.3 it can be noted that a mobile node in sector f1 of cell

A, while still in the non-critical region of cell A, will be receiving

signal with an ID {A, f1}. Once it enters the critical region of cell A in

sector f1, depending on its position, the mobile node may be receiving

signals from:

Both {C,f4} and {B,f3} '" ., '" possibility #1

Both {C,f4} and {D,f5}, or. possibility #2

{C,f4} only __ possibility #3

If a mobile node is receiving the signal with the identity {C, f4} and {B,

f3} as depicted in the first scenario, the system will reserve resources

in cells Band C. If a mobile node is receiving the signal with the

identity {C, f4} and {D, f5} as depicted in the second scenario, the

system will reserve resources in cells C and D.
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f1

f1

f4

Figure 4.3: Sectors

f1

f4

If a mobile node is receiving the signal with the identity {C, f4} only,

as depicted in the third scenario, the system will reserve resources in

cell C only. The base station would already have knowledge of all the

MHs present in the cell. We assume that neighbouring id {A, f6} and

{A, f2} will be ignored to keep the process simple. This assumption is

reasonable since these sectors are also controlled by base station A.

In a cellular environment, each cell cluster consists of seven cells;

one in the middle and six neighbouring cells. It is also assumed that

the resident cell of the mobile node is always at the centre of the

cluster. If a mobile node moves from cell A (which is the centre) to

cell B, cell B becomes the centre.
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An important point worth mentioning is that if one is developing a

scheme of this nature, one needs to make a provision for mobile

terminals to alternate between nearest base stations from which it is

receiving signals. At the same time we do not want to make

reservation in all six neighbouring cells. So, we strongly believe that

the MH could be allowed to alternate between two base stations, if the

combined probability that it might move into them is very high

4.7 Simulation Model

To facilitate the evaluation of the NCPS, a simulation model was

carried out. Previous work in the literature either assumes that mobile

users exhibit fixed or regular mobility patterns or assumes that mobile

users follow random movements. The simulation model used in this

dissertation assumes both regular and random movements. This

established a realistic platform to evaluate the performance of any

mobility-based prediction scheme.

The simulation network consisted of 4 wireless cells as shown in

figure 4.4. Each radio cell was partitioned into six sectors. Each

sector was then divided into a non-critical region and critical region.

In order to eliminate boundary effects that could make it very difficult

to comprehend the performance evaluation results, a common

approach found in the literature was used. Cells at the boundaries

were wrapped. In this way, whenever an MH travels out of the network

boundary, it was re-injected into the network again via the appropriate
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wrap-around cell as though a handoff had occurred from outside the

simulation environment [40]. This compensated for any traffic loss at

the network boundary. One correspondent host (CH) was placed

outside the network so it could continuously send. packets to

corresponding MHs. This was done solely to avoid any packet loss

due to false handovers.

Although the cell layout adopted was a hexagonal cell model (Figure

4.1), the simulation model did not assume that handoffs occur at the

hexagonal boundary.
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l(b,i): \
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4(c.i)

5(d;)

Figure 4.4: Simulated Network Model

Let R be the cell radius (assumed to be 1km in our simulation),

defined as the distance from the BS to the vertex of the hexagonal
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cell model. For the NCPS model to bring out any meaningful

information, the output was determined. For any number of

predictions, we kept count of the number of accurate predictions made

and, the total number of packets lost due to false prediction or due to

insufficient amount of available resources in the target cell.

4.8 Simulation Parameters

Two parameters, the MH speed and the size of the critical region,

were varied during the simulation. It is to be noted that the MH was

allowed to move in any arbitrary direction (between 0 and 360

degrees). The speed of the MH is a random variable. The minimum

speed was assumed to be an average speed a slow-moving user can

walk, which was between 5km/h and 20km/h. The medium speed was

between 20km/h and 80km/h. Highly mobile users were between

80km/h and 140km/h to accommodate fast-moving vehicles. We did

not assume any positioning technology (such as GPS) for the MHs, as

new breakthroughs in such technologies continue to surface.

During simulation, the boundary between the critical region and the

non-critical region was assumed to be at 60% of the cell radius. This

parameter was altered so as to study the effect brought about by the

size of the critical region with respect to the prediction scheme. The

target as was assumed to be the neighbouring cell adjacent to

(facing) the sector containing the MH. It was also assumed that the

smallest amount of bandwidth that may be assigned to any connection

is 1 Bandwidth Unit (BU), which was taken to be the minimum required
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bandwidth to support voice connection. Each cell was assumed to

have a fixed link capacity C of 100 BUs. Therefore, a single sector

had a minimum of 100/6 BUs, assuming that by partitioning a single

cell into sectors; a cell capacity is also increased. The bandwidth

requirement of each MH was assumed to be symmetric, meaning that

they have the same requirement in both uplink and downlink.

However, it is straightforward to modify the scheme to handle

asymmetric requirements. All MHs were assumed to have the same

probability of forced termination requirement, regardless of their

connection types. All communications here were assumed to be real

time communication with high level of QoS demand.

4.9 Simulation Design and Implementation

All classes that make up our simulation were written in the JAVA

programming language using Jbuilder5 environment. We chose JAVA

over other programming languages simply because JAVA is an Object

Oriented Language. The simulator had a visual component that

allowed the experimenter to continuously view the network for the

duration of the simulation. This component had been very useful

during the implementation of the simulation. The first step of

identifying objects and classes began by generating a set of candidate

classes and objects using the classical approach and behaviour

analysis. The eligible classes and objects generated using the

classical approach are summarised in Table 4.3. Abstractions that
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relate to system function points revealed during behaviour analysis

are shown in Table 4.4.

Table 4.3: List of eligible objects discovered during analyals

Tangible Roles Events External

Things Systems

Base Station Mobile User Predicts cell Service

Providers

Antenna Mobile Operator Handoff Tall Buildings

Mobile Mobile User Request Bridges

Device handoff

Cell Mobile User Send Tunnels

message

Network Mobile Operator Create links Telecommunica

tion Companies

Table 4.4: List of behaviours discovered during analysis

Behaviours

1. The system checks if an MH is in the critical regions

2. The system checks if an MH is departing

3. The system computes the MH direction

4. The current BS predicts the next cell using MH parameters

5. The predicted cell reserves resources for an MH

6. The system checks an MH requirements versus target cell

capacity

7. An MH is handed over to the target cell
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After perusing the list of possible objects, the base station (B8) was

determined to be a primary object. The roles and responsibilities that

this abstraction should encompass were considered.- The B8 is

responsible for keeping track of all MHs in its vicinity, the direction

they are travelling, the state of operation, and keeping appropriate

information about all neighbouring base stations. Parameters such as

direction, speed, and state may seem like overkill for a simple

prediction scheme. However, in anticipation of possible reuse or

expansion of the program, they were included. The rest of the design

and implementation is described next as (i) class description and (ii)

user interface

4.9.1 Class Description

We used eight classes as shown overleaf (Figure 4.5).

1. The SectoredCell: this class has some bandwidth and knows its

6 neighbours. It keeps track of the MHs resident within it, and

can answer request to acquire, reserve, or release bandwidth. It

keeps the statistics that are compiled at the end of the

simulation to measure the various OoS parameters being

studied.

2. The Network Class: this class contains all Cell objects.

hexagonal cells were used to construct the network. The
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Network object knows where it is and knows all its neighbours as

well.
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Figure 4.5 NCPS Class Diagram

3. The Node Class: an abstract class, which was a fundamental

building block of the network. By sub-classtnq, we made a base

station, a mobile host, and a correspondent host class, that were

used in the same simulation.

4. The MobileHost: this class was given various attributes like

speed, direction and bandwidth needs. This class enabled the

MH to move randomly within the network. A mobile host was
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able to receive packets while it was roaming from one cell to the

next.

5. The C Host: This class was included in the simulation so as to

allow for the packets to be sent to the mobile host, It also

extends the Node class.

6. The BaseStation: This class also extends the Node class. It

was responsible for keeping information regarding all mobile

hosts within its vicinity. It was also responsible for receiving and

relaying (or even discarding) of packets from a correspondent

host to a mobile host. In this class we implemented the next cell

prediction algorithm.

7. The Simulator class: this class has a separate thread of

control. It created the objects that participated in the simulation,

set them in motion, updated the display, and then disposed of

the players after the simulation time expired.

8. The Packet Class: this is a simple class that represents a

network packet. It only has source and destination addresses as

parameters.

The sequence of actions undertaken by various network entities as

well as the inter-network signalling required for their completion is

depicted in the NCPS Message Sequence Diagram (Figure 4.6). Here,

we first assumed that an MH is in a critical region. The current cell

checked if the MH was departing. The DetermineTarget [MH_ID,

BS_ID) signal was used for triggering the prediction algorithm in the

current as. Its parameters denote the identification of the MH for
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which the algorithm should execute, as well as the identification of the

current BS. The current BS invoked the next cell prediction algorithm

and notified the current cell, through the RelocateResource [MH_ID,

Direction, TargetBS_ID] signal. The TargetBS_1D parameter is a list

that contains the identifier of the neighbouring cell (to that currently

used by the MH), which has a high probability that it is a target cell.

The current cell forwarded an MH bandwidth requirement to the target

BS using the MH_Rqmnt [MH_ID, MH_Rqmnt] signal. Upon receipt of

this message, the target BS reserved the required amount of

resources.
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[lVIH_IO. BS_ID]' -~!I I"c-e-I-Ip-r'-e-d-ict-jo-n'l,

I I algorithm

1/ Relocate Reso~rce I
I...· [MH I' • SectorlO. Tanaet8S1 i- I

MH_rqmnt ~. °1
[MH_ID. Rqmntr1_-,- ,

I I'Resource i
! reservation! 1 I

I! 0. \ ,

i~']r:[:~~;~YR~~~~E[i~t[;F::~E~:7'T~=::::~~;:':~~:;'2,:~i:1
. IFeedback j I

! [MH_ID. 8S_10] ;;1 I
I ,,"~~;-:.~:;;I ~L
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~ ~;"ijFrr?f

'1- Oete:mine 11
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Figure 4.6: NCPS Message Sequence Diagram
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At some time after the reservation of resources, the MH executed a

handoff operation. The BS to which the MH has actually been handed

over notified the previous BS through the Feedback [MH_IO, BS_IO}.

This feedback is essential for the operation of the algorithm. The

previous BS notified the previous cell to release previously held

resources through ReleaseResources ([MH_IO, BS_lOll signal.

4.9.2 User Interface

The simulation is fully user operated. The user commences the

simulation by starting the simulation thread, with the RunSim button.

Once the simulation is running, the NCPS is illustrated depending on

where in a particular cell the active MH is. The real process starts

when an MH enters the critical region. This is when the prediction

method is invoked, which returns the target BS depending on the

current sector and the direction of the MH. The naming of the sectors

is done so it could be easy for the prediction method to know the

corresponding adjacent cell of each and every sector. The direction

of the MH is simulated to be either TOWARDS or AWAY. This is done

so as to establish if the MH inside the critical region is arriving or

departing. There is a checkLocationO method, which continuously

check the location of the MH. This method returns false if the MH is

not in the critical region otherwise it returns true.

We also simulates the sending of packets from a corresponding

node (CN) so as to trace the number of packets lost due to false
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prediction. An interesting point worth mentioning is that packets could

also get lost due to insufficient available resources in a predicted cell.

This aspect is simulated by assigning a random buffer space of a

maximum of 100 BU to each BS. If an incoming MH's requirement is

greater than the available BUs at each 8S, packets directed to that

MH are lost. The user interface of the simulation is as shown in

figure 4.7

-

Figure 4.7: NCPS User Interface prototype
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The user interactivity of the simulation can be summarised as follows:

1. RunSim button for starting the simulation;

2. Stop/ Resume button for stopping and resuming the simulation;

3. Simulation speed can be controlled using Faster/Slower

buttons;

4. The simulation can be restarted anytime using the Restart

button and

5. Simulation results can be shown by clicking the Results button.

4.10 Limitations of the Simulation

The limitations of the simulation are as follows as far as the next-cell

prediction scheme is concerned:

1. In reality, the boundary between the critical region and the non

critical region can be dynamically adjusted using handoff

requests. In this simulation, we used an appropriate component

of the user interface to adjust the critical boundary manually;

2. Only the sender and the receiver were shown. The packets were

not shown when they were transmitted and

3. in this simulation only finite number of packets was used. But

this is not the case in reality.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, results of five simulation tests are presented. Tests 1

through test 4 represent the variations of the proposed scheme. While

test 5 gives the results of a history-based scheme reported in the

literature. A detailed analysis of the results is also presented. It is to

be noted that each test is depicted as NCPSx, where x stands for the

test number.

5.2 Results and Plots

By incorporating bandwidth reservation into the simulation, two

variant schemes were created (this was only done for the purpose of

comparing) - one that utilises reserved bandwidth information

(NCPS1) and one that does not (NCPS2). We varied the level of user

mobility (that is speed). We logged the behaviour of NCPS1 and

NCPS2 throughout the maximum of 12 hours (for each simulation run)

for a total of 600 predictions and handovers. The scale (m/s for km/h)
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th at we used allowed the model to expe rience +/-600 t ot al prediction s ,

whi ch we regard as good for the s imu la t ion. F ig ure 5 .1 sho ws how

different speeds of th e MH affected th e accura cy of th e NCP S 1

(without co ns idera t io n of resource ava ilab i li t y in the predicted ce lls ) .

T he corresponding da ta for f igure 5 . 1 is presented in Tab le 5 . 1.

Tabl e 5 .1: Se t of data for Accuracy vs. Speed

llger's Tme~haJrs)

Speed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

"tIi" U;u 027 058 0.925 0.927 0.930 0.938 0.89 0.91 0.92 0.90 0.92 0.95

Wafum 025 0.54 0.(156 0.87 0.885 0.891 0.86 0.862 0.874 0.87 0.86 0.868Speed
Hghly 022 0512 0.(152 0.831 0.866 0.845 0.84 0.835 0.824 0.832 nsss 0.84Mlbile

Accuracy

1.0

0.9

4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12

MH Speed

. Slow Us ers

L1edium Speed

* Highly Mobile

Time~hOUfS)

Figure 5.1: Accuracy vs . Speed (resourc es re ad ily ava i la b le) , NCPS 1
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The performance of NCPS1 and NCPS2 were evaluated under

different speed limits while keeping the CR size constant. Figure 5.1

illustrates the behaviour of the NCPS1 for slow, medium and highly

mobile users. The simulation environment allowed users to move in

any arbitrary direction while varying their speed in random intervals.

We first assumed that the predicted cell would always have enough

bandwidth to cater for the incoming MH. Default parameters were set

such that when the simulation starts running, the accuracy is O. It can

be seen that as the simulation runs, the graph increases steadily

(from time 0 to 2 hours) for all type of users. This is due to the

unavailability of CRPs for new systems because no handovers were

experienced. A rather stable trend is observed for slow users

immediately after 2 and half hours, while there was a small decrease

in highly mobile users' trend.

It can be seen that the mean accuracy is 92% for slow users, 87% for

medium speed users, and 85% for high-speed users. It needs to be

noted that these values were obtained with the assumption that

resources are readily available. The scheme performs well when

compared to traditional schemes, which do not consider mobile host

parameters, such as speed, for their predictions. The advantage here

is that predictions are made within parameters of high degree of

accuracy for all type of users. We measured accuracy as the ratio of

the total number of successful predictions to the total number of

executed predictions.
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Accuracy =
Successfull Predictions

Total Pr edictions
(5.1)

Fig ure 5.2 sho ws how differe nt speeds of th e MH affec te d th e

accuracy of th e NC PS2 (w ith co ns idera t ion of resource av ailab i lity) .

Th e correspond in g data for f igure 5 .2 is presented in Tab le 5 .2 .

d (I" it dsT bl 5 2 S t f d t f Aa e e 0 a a or ccuracv vs. pee Im l e resources

Us ers Time (in hows)

Sp eed 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Slow 0.26 0.541 0 .825 0 .86 0.88 0.866 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.882 0 .861 0.846
UselS

Medium 0.25 0.55 0.856 0.84 0.852 0.851 0.8 5 0.83 0.844 0.86 0.84 0.854
Speed

HighII' 0267 0 .38 0.833 0.85 0.81 0.828 0.80 0.84 0.83 0.85 0 .84 0.845
Mobile

Accuracy
0.9 • •.

0.8

0.7

O.fi

0.5 MHSpeed

. Slow Users

0.4 Med,...n sPeed*HighlyMobile

0.3

1l.2

0.1

0.0
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Tune(houfS)

Fig ure 5 .2 : Ac curacy vs. Speed (li mi t ed reso urc es ) , NCPS2
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Figure 5.2 shows the behaviour of the NCPS2 with an assumption that

bandwidth is limited during handoff. Again, default values for the

accuracies for all users were O. It can also be seen that as the

simulation starts running, the graphs increases steadily {frorn time 0

to 2 hours) for all type of users This is due to the unavailability of

CRPs for new systems because no handovers were experienced. A

rather stable trend is observed for slow users immediately after 2 and

half hours, while there was a small decrease in highly mobile users'

trend. It can be seen that the mean accuracy is 88% for slow users,

84% for medium speed users, and 82% for high-speed users. If we

now compare these results with those of NCPS1, we can see that

there is not much difference on the behaviour of the schemes. The

reason could be that in the sectored-cell approach, unlike in

neighbourhood-based schemes, bandwidth is not divided into portions

and then reserved in a number of neighbouring cells so as to cater for

any possibility of the mobile user heading towards one of those cells.

This exercise will always decrease. the bandwidth by a very large

percentage, which is 5/6 neighbouring cells where resources are

stored unnecessarily.

We have also simulated our scheme (NCPS3) under various sizes of

CR so as to learn the impact the CR size has on the accuracy of the

scheme. Also, the simulation was allowed to run for 12 hours.

Table 5.3: Set of data for Accuracy vs. Critical Region Size
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Mobile Size of the Critical region

Speed 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 1 00
Slow

0.0 20.5 48.9 1 00 100 100 89.0 80.0 80 .0 60 .0Users

Highll Y
0.0 0 .0 20.5 55.0 100 100 95.2 90.0 7a.0 55Mobile

Fig ure 5.3 sho ws how the size of the CR affects th e accuracy of th e

NCPS. The correspond ing da ta for f ig ure 5.3 is presented in Tab le

5.3 .

Accuracy

lOO T

I
~O I

SO t
70

t
60 T

50 T
T

40

J01
1

2O !
I

10 \
!

o
o 10 20 30 ~o 100

MHSpeed

. Slow

fast

Fig ure 5.3 : Accuracy vs. Crit ica l Reg io n Size , NCPS3

Th e pe rfo rmance of NCPS3 w as eva luated un der differe nt sizes of CR

for d iffe re nt speed of mobi le users. The size of th e CR was co mputed

to be inversely proport io na l to th e ce ll radiu s. De fa ult accuracy for all
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users was set at 0%. It can be observed from Figure 5.3 that small

values of CR result in more accurate predictions. For instance, 100%

accuracy is achievable where the CR is between 35% and 60% of the

sector area for slow speed users and between 40% and 60% for high

speed users. For example, the accuracy decreases from 100 to 60 in

areas where the CR is very small (i.e., above 60% for both type of

users). The explanation for that is that small values of CR result in

predictions being made on areas very close to the boundary of the

cell. Another reason is that when the mobile user is close to the

boundary of the cell and is moving away from the current cell, the

most probable outcome is that the user will enter the neighbouring

cell it is moving towards. This leads to accurate predictions. However,

the graph for highly mobile users suggests that predictions for high

speed users should not be made very close to the cell boundary

because there is not enough time left to find enough resources to

accommodate this user before the user enters the coverage area of

the predicted cell.

Therefore when deciding upon CR values for mobile users with

varying speeds, the above discussion should be taken into

consideration. CR values that give reasonable prediction accuracy

while allowing enough time to find enough resources to handover

users in the target cells should be chosen. Table 5.6 reflects the

values selected to satisfy both criteria.

Table 5.6: Recommended CR Values
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Users CR Values ('Yo)

Slow Between 35 & 60

High-speed Between 40 & 60

Another interesting point worth mentioning is that when CR values are

above 60%, it means that the mobile user is near the centre of the

cell; hence there is more freedom to change path before entering

another cell. This tends to make it difficult to determine to which cell

the user is heading. The graphs therefore show that the predictions of

the next-cell an MH will move to, is less accurate near the centre of

the cell. Users that are near the centre of the cell, will normally take a

longer period to reach any of the neighbouring cells.

Table 5.4: Set of data for Next-Cell Prediction Efficiency

Predictions
Time (in hours)

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Accurate 80.0 85.0 90.2 88.0 85.0 78.8 85.6 88.0Pred ictions
Missed 0.0 5.0 12.0 9.0 14.0 12.2 9.6 8.4Predictions
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Fig ure 5.4: Next- Cell Pred ict io n Eff ic ie ncy, NCPS4

Fina ll y , we simu la te pro bab il i ty tha t a predi cted ce ll is in deed th e ce ll

an MH has been hand ed over (th at is NCPS4) .Figure 5.4 shows th e

probabil ity th at th e NC PS output (which is th e target cell ) is th e one to

whi ch th e term in al has real ly been han ded ove r to , l .e . , accura te

prediction . Th e corres po nding data for f igure 5.4 is presented in Tab le

5 .4.

We also observ ed th e perform an ce of NCP S4 , wh ich is th e pro po sed

sc he me. Th e above f igure shows th at th e accuracy of the sche me

rema in s high , desp it e th e s imula t ion t im e. Accurate pred ictions are

ave ra ging at 80%, wh il e missed predi ct ion rem ain s below 20%. Th e

expla na t ion for th is is th at th e proposed sc he me is not dep end ent on

mobi le user history for mak in g pred iction s. Thus , it does not hav e to

w ait unti l some data is ava ilable so it co uld sta rt ma king accura te
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predictions. Another explanation is that, the proposed scheme does

not predict all neighbouring cells for resource reservation, it predicts

only 1/6 of these, which is an efficiency of 80%.

The results of the above plot are compared to the results of the

Proxies + Path Prediction plots (we shall call it NCPS5) given in the

literature [25]. Figure 5.5 presents the results of the Proxies + Path

Prediction scheme. Table 5.5 presents the corresponding set of data.

Table 5.5: Set of data for Path Prediction Efficiency
Predictions Time (in days)

Day1 Day2 o ev s Day4 DayS Day6 Day 7

Perfect Hit 30.0 25.0 29.0 47.0 52.0 47.0 49.0

Miss 70.0 45.0 32.0 29.0 26.0 34.0 32.0

Perfect Hit -+- Hit to
,

Second best 55.0 55.0 68.0 70.0 75.0 67.0 69.0

Hit to Second Best 35.0 35.0 40.0 25.0 26.0 22.0 20.0
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Fig ure 5.5 : Pa th Pred ictio n Eff ic ie ncy, NCPS5

Fina ll y , we co ns ide re d th e perform an c e of NCPS5, whi ch is cla imed to

be th e best h istory -b ased scheme in th e literature. In thi s sche me , th e

se ries for missed pred ict ion shows th at th e prediction misses for th eir

sc heme is unreasonably hi gh (70%) for th e f irst day s of th e

simu lat ion . It is only afte r the th ird day of the s imula tio n th at th e

ave rage number of inaccurate predict ions becom es reason ab le aro und

32%. The gra ph for th eir Pe rfect Hit rem ains below 30% for th e f irst

three day s, but as soon as user mob i lity patterns become known to

th e sys te m, then th eir algo rit hm sta rts beh av ing with in param eters of

ac cepta ble behav iour, between 50 and 60 percent. Th is woul d be du e

to the fact th at all h istory -b ased schemes are li ke ly to be able to

mak e accura te pred ict io ns for f irst tim e users . Th is is bec aus e they

re ly heav i ly on user data for thei r pred iction . Resu lts presented in

Figure 5.4 prove th at to achie ve a hi gh degree of accura cy (90%) , on e
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does do not really need to keep user mobility history. The series for

missed call is stable around 7%, which we think is acceptable for any

prediction scheme. The series for accurate prediction is also

averaging around 90%, which is good as well.

The NCPS4 has better accuracy than NCPS5. These demonstrate that

mobility prediction schemes based on mobile parameters are more

accurate, thus leading to more efficient reservations. In terms of

comparison, the simulation results of the Proxies + Path Prediction

algorithm, shows a performance quite close to 68% (for their Perfect

Hit + Hit to second best) for a simulation period of 1 week. This is the

performance that our scheme achieved immediately the algorithm

started executing. Secondly, we did not have to keep user profiles for

our scheme to give better predictions. Keeping mobility profiles in the

system leads to low utilisation of the system resources since many

overheads are introduced. Therefore, our results strongly suggest that

significant improvement in reservation efficiency may result from the

use of mobility predictions based on mobile parameters.

Another important point worth mentioning is that neighbourhood-based

schemes were not simulated here since there is no effort made in

predicting the next cell in these schemes. However, resources are

reserved in all cells surrounding the current cell irrespective of the

mobile users' whereabouts.
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CHAPTER SIX

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

6.1 Summary

Provisioning of OoS and efficient reservation of resources is

fundamental in mobile wireless networks. With the advent of real-time

data networks and the increasing need for seamless mobility, efficient

resource reservation techniques and fast handover schemes are

essential.

In this research work, a next-cell prediction scheme was presented.

This scheme partitioned a radio cell into six sectors to accurately

predict the next-cell a mobile node would move to. Partitioning each

radio cell into small sectors reduced the entire tracking area, which

increased the positioning accuracy.

It has been shown to this effect with the help of simulation results,

that a high level of accuracy in prediction can be achieved with

considerable decrease in the total tracking area. The behaviour of the

NCPS was tested under different conditions. Here, two parameters that

are highly capable of affecting the accuracy of the NCPS were

identified: the speed of the MH and the size of the critical region. The
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simulation ran under four tests. Test 1 demonstrates the behaviour of

the NCPS1 with an assumption that resources are readily available.

The speed of the MH was varied while the size of the critical region

remained constant. The results showed that the speed-of the mobile

host affects the accuracy of the prediction. It was also observed that

when the scheme was simulated without consideration of resource

reservation, a high level of accuracy is achieved. Test 2 demonstrates

the behaviour of the NCPS2 with resource reservations. The speed of

the MH was varied while the size of the critical region remained

constant. Observations from this test were similar as in test 1 with

respect to mobility speeds except that the considerations of resources

affected the performance of the scheme a great deal. This means that

for any prediction scheme to be complete, it should cater for the

possibility of limited resources in the predicted cell.

Test 3 demonstrates the behaviour of the NCPS3 under various sizes

of critical regions for different speed of mobile users. Test 4

demonstrates the probability that the NCPS4 output, which is the

target cell, is the one to which the MH has really been handed over to.

The results of this test were compared with the results of [25].

With a consideration of MH's real-time parameters, such as speed,

location and direction, we ascertain that accurate predictions can be

achieved. While an MH may change its direction and speed as it

approaches the cell boundary, the target cell prediction was

erroneous only if the trajectory of the MH changed so much that it
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entered a different cell from the one previously predicted. A precise

knowledge of the exact time at which a handoff-request was to be

made was not required, which is an intractable task since a handoff

occurred anywhere within the CR, and a MH's speed and direction

also changed randomly. Predictions were made periodically and

alternative reservations were attempted if the previous decision has

become invalid. By regularly updating the CRPs, the scheme is robust

against changes in handoff policies, as well as changes in terrain and

manmade features that could affect radio propagation.

6.2 Conclusion

The NCPS4 has better accuracy than NCPS5. These demonstrate that

mobility prediction schemes based on mobile parameters are more

accurate, thus leading to more efficient reservations. The simulation

results of the Proxies + Path Prediction algorithm, show a

performance quite close to 68% (for their Perfect Hit + Hit to second

best) for a simulation period of 1 week. This is the performance that

our scheme achieved immediately the algorithm started executing. We

did not have to keep user profiles for our scheme to give better

predictions. Keeping mobility profiles in the system leads to low

utilisation of the system resources since much overhead is introduced.

Therefore, the results of the NCPS strongly suggest that there is

significant improvement in reservation efficiency that may result from

the use of mobility predictions based on mobile parameters.
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6.3 Future Work

The mobility prediction scheme presented here focuses only on next-
.

cell prediction. The scheme can also be extended to include features

that could simplify the way handover needs to be done in a sectored

cell structure. The simulation for the scheme was run without any

consideration of objects, like mountains and tall buildings, which could

obstruct the view in the network. For a strong realistic feel, we

recommend extension of the scheme to accommodate that. The work

presented in this dissertation is focused on mobility prediction in

wireless mobile networks, and this is probably the most fundamental

challenge in mobile ad hoc networks. However, we are well aware that

mobile ad hoc networks do not have any fixed communication

infrastructure. Exploring a way to extend the proposed scheme to also

accommodate mobile ad hoc networks is recommended.
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